1. Introduction. There is a long tradition in linguistics and philosophy of analyzing language without reference to usage and experience. This tradition is reflected in Chomsky’s famous division between competence and performance and Saussure’s related distinction between langue and parole, which have influenced linguistic research for many decades. This view of language, however, has been called into question by usage-based linguists who have emphasized the importance of communication, cognition, and processing for the development and organization of grammar. In the usage-based approach, grammar is seen as an emergent system consisting of fluid categories and dynamic constraints that are in principle always changing under the influence of general cognitive and communicative pressures of language use.

Joan Bybee is one of the pioneers of the usage-based approach, which has its roots in functional and cognitive linguistics (e.g. Givón 1979, Hopper 1987, Langacker 1987) and is related to various strands of research in cognitive science (e.g. Bates & MacWhinney 1989, Bod 2003, Clark 1996, Elman et al. 1996, Tomasello 2003). Thus far, B’s work has been mainly concerned with morphology (e.g. Bybee 1985) and phonology (e.g. Bybee 2001); but in the current book the focus is on larger grammatical patterns (i.e. linguistic units that exceed the single lexeme). The book provides an overview of some of B’s earlier research on grammar and grammaticalization and presents some new corpus studies and usage-based analyses from the current literature.

B’s view of grammar rests on central assumptions of construction grammar, which has made important contributions to the usage-based approach (e.g. Goldberg 2006, Langacker 2008). In fact, usage-based linguists have drawn so frequently on concepts of construction grammar that the two approaches are often presented as a unified theory (e.g. Dabrowska 2004, Diessel 2004, Tomasello 2003). In this approach, grammar consists of emergent form-function units, or ‘fluid constructions’ (Goldberg 2006), which are related to each other by probabilistic links that are determined by their similarity and cooccurrence in usage. Since constructions involve the same cross-modal associations of form and meaning as words and morphemes, they are subject to the same cognitive processes as lexical expressions. Thus, many of the usage-based principles that B analyzed in her previous research on morphology and phonology can also be applied to the analysis of larger grammatical patterns, that is, constructions.

The general goal of the book is ‘to derive linguistic structure from the application of domain-general processes’ (1), or, as Lindblom and colleagues (1984:187) put it, ‘de-
RIVE LANGUAGE FROM NONLANGUAGE!”. Domain-general processes are cognitive mechanisms that are relevant not only for language but also for other cognitive phenomena such as vision and thought. Drawing on general research in cognitive science, B relates the analysis of language use and change to general processes of cognition.

The discussion in the book is divided into eleven chapters. The introductory chapter presents some central assumptions about the usage-based approach and introduces the domain-general cognitive processes B considers important for the emergence of linguistic structure. The four following chapters are concerned with four of the five cognitive processes presented in the introduction: rich memory (Ch. 2), chunking (Ch. 3), analogy (Ch. 4), and categorization (Ch. 5); but from Ch. 6 on, the structure of the book is difficult to grasp. Some chapters are concerned with particular mechanisms of change (e.g. reanalysis; Ch. 7), others present case studies on English auxiliaries and modals (Chs. 7 and 9), and yet others cover an array of topics that are only loosely related (e.g. Chs. 6 and 11). Since many issues are discussed across several chapters, I summarize the main points of the book in ten theses on the usage-based approach that underlie the entire discussion.

2. TEN THESES ON THE USAGE-BASED APPROACH.

Thesis 1: Language is grounded in domain-general cognitive processes. This is the most general thesis, providing a foundation for the whole approach. B conceives of language as a ‘complex adaptive system’ that is shaped by ‘domain-general cognitive processes’ involved in usage. The same idea has been expressed in related research in linguistics and cognitive science (e.g. Bates & MacWhinney 1989, Elman et al. 1996, Lindblom et al. 1984, Tomasello 2003) and can be seen as a general feature of the usage-based approach, which contrasts sharply with the generativist view of a particular language faculty consisting of language-specific categories and constraints (for a recent discussion of the language faculty, see Pinker & Jackendoff 2005). In the usage-based approach, there is no (innate) language faculty, and grammar is grounded in general cognitive processes that are involved not only in language but also in nonlinguistic cognitive activities (e.g. visual and auditory perception, nonlinguistic memory, joint attention, and reasoning).

Elaborating this general framework, B proposes five cognitive mechanisms (or ‘cognitive processes’) that influence the use and development of linguistic structure in specific ways: (i) categorization, which is the most general cognitive mechanism that accounts for the identification of individual tokens through comparison with previously established categories; (ii) chunking, which refers to the formation of sequential units through repetition or practice; (iii) rich memory, which refers to the storage of detailed information from experience; (iv) analogy, which characterizes the mapping of an existing structural pattern onto a novel instance; and (v) cross-modal association, which refers to the cognitive capacity to link form and meaning.

B’s proposal to derive language from general cognitive processes seeks to ground the usage-based theory of language in a general theory of cognition. One principal problem of current research in functional and cognitive linguistics is that explanations of linguistic structure often refer to very different aspects of usage and cognition. Some studies refer to discourse factors such as coherence and grounding (e.g. Givón 1995, Hopper & Thompson 1984), others refer to semantic and conceptual factors such as iconicity and construal (e.g. Haiman 1985, Langacker 2008), and yet others allude to processing factors such as automatization and efficiency (e.g. Bybee 2002, Hawkins 2004). There are so many functional and cognitive motivations that usage-based expla-
nations of linguistic structure have been rightfully criticized for being arbitrary and ad hoc (see Newmeyer 1998). Obviously, what is needed is a more systematic approach that differentiates between different levels of analysis and thereby constrains the explanatory power of the usage-based theory of language.

B’s proposal to analyze language in terms of specific cognitive processes can be seen as a first step in this direction. It establishes a framework for the analysis of linguistic structure that rests on general research in cognitive science. Categorization, chunking, rich memory, analogy, and cross-modal association provide a cognitive foundation for the analysis of more specifically linguistic activities such as reference tracking, discourse management, sentence processing, and the encoding of meaning. The five cognitive processes, however, are not at the same level. Categorization is an overarching mechanism that is involved in almost all cognitive activities in language; it interacts with chunking, analogy, and cross-modal association and underlies B’s view of rich memory, which she basically defines in terms of exemplar-based categorization. Moreover, B points out that the cognitive processes presented in the introduction are not meant to be exhaustive; there may be other cognitive processes that are relevant for the usage-based analysis of language. In fact, one aspect that seems to be missing from her list (though it is implicit in the discussion) is the ability to understand other people’s intentions and perspectives. There is evidence that ‘perspective taking’ and ‘mind reading’ are fundamental capacities of the human mind that influence the use and development of language in specific ways (cf. Clark 1996, Sperber & Wilson 1995, Tomasello 2003). Although the details of B’s proposal are debatable, the general framework outlined in this book provides a good starting point for the development of a more systematic and comprehensive theory of the usage-based approach that is grounded in general mechanisms of the mind.

**Thesis 2: The synchronic analysis of grammar cannot be separated from the analysis of diachronic change.** Since the beginning of modern linguistics (i.e. since Saussure’s *Cours de linguistique générale*), synchrony and diachrony have been commonly conceived of as two separate subfields of linguistics addressing different research questions and employing different methodologies. In the usage-based approach, however, linguistic structure is generally seen in the light of its development. Synchrony and diachrony are reunited as they were in the prestructuralist period of linguistics (e.g. Paul 1880).

In accordance with this view, the current book emphasizes the importance of diachronic processes for the analysis of grammar. It analyzes grammatical categories and constructions in terms of their development (Chs. 4 and 6), it offers a diachronic analysis of constituency (Chs. 3 and 8), and it provides a historical explanation for language universals (Ch. 11). Since the usage-based model of grammar is a dynamic system with emergent categories and constraints, usage-based linguists naturally focus their attention on the processes that create grammar in the course of language change. This is why grammaticalization is so important for the usage-based approach. According to B, grammaticalization has ‘demystified’ the mental view of grammar that underlies the generative approach and has provided strong evidence for the assumption that grammatical patterns are shaped by general cognitive processes (especially Ch. 6). Moreover, grammaticalization helps to explain why (many) syntactic patterns are lexically specific (thesis 5) and why grammatical categories are gradient (thesis 6).

Some generativist linguists have criticized the usage-based analysis of (synchronic) grammar in terms of diachronic change because in their view the core elements of grammar can only change in language acquisition, that is, when children acquire the
principal parameters of their native language (see e.g. Newmeyer 1998). In the usage-based approach, however, the source of diachronic change is (adult) language use rather than L1 acquisition (see e.g. Bybee 2001, Croft 2000). In support of this hypothesis B presents three arguments (114–19): first, she points out that children’s deviant uses do not seem to persist into adulthood; second, she presents some evidence for change in adult language; and third, she notes that children’s errors are distinct from changes in historical development, making a direct causal link between ontogeny and diachrony unlikely. It seems that language development results from small changes in the speech of adult speakers that gradually replace older patterns through lexical and geographical diffusion (Ch. 6).

**Thesis 3: Frequency is an important determinant of language change.** Like B’s earlier work on morphology and phonology, the current book emphasizes the importance of frequency for cognition and language (cf. Bybee 2007, Bybee & Hopper 2001). Of course, frequency itself is not a cognitive phenomenon; the term simply denotes the occurrence of objects or events in a particular domain or time frame. But frequency of occurrence is an important factor in almost all cognitive processes that are involved in usage and development: it underlies the emergence of exemplar-based categories (Ch. 2); it influences analogy and pragmatic inference (Chs. 4 and 10); and it has a major impact on grammaticalization and other aspects of diachronic change (especially Chs. 3 and 6) (see also Diessel 2007 for a recent review of frequency effects in grammar, usage, acquisition, and change).

Building on her earlier research in morphology, B shows that frequency can influence the development of larger grammatical units in various ways. Two frequency effects are in the focus of this book: (i) the reduction effect, which refers to the articulatory reduction and coarticulation of frequent expressions and constructions (Ch. 3), and (ii) the preserving effect, which refers to the survival of frequent linguistic patterns in analogical change (Ch. 4).

The reduction effect of token frequency seems to have two major psychological sources (38–43): on the one hand, speakers reduce frequent words and word sequences simply because frequent expressions are more strongly represented in memory and therefore more easily accessible in speech production; and on the other hand, speakers seem to produce frequent expressions with less articulatory effort because they know that frequent expressions are more easily predictable for the addressee. The first aspect is a purely speaker-oriented process that is determined by repetition and practice, whereas the second aspect is a listener-oriented process that involves a certain amount of mind reading (see Bell et al. 2009 for a recent study examining these issues).

The preserving effect of token frequency results from the interaction between the strength of linguistic representations in memory and the power of analogy. As B demonstrates with historical data from the development of questions and negative sentences in Early Modern English, frequent grammatical patterns are often exempt from analogical leveling because they are so deeply entrenched in memory that they do not change (Chs. 4 and 7). As a result, grammars often include archaic structural patterns that have resisted the pressure from analogical change and are synchronically analyzed as ‘exceptions’ to the general rule, that is, the new grammatical pattern that was established by analogy (e.g. the occurrence of postverbal negation in Modern English after the emergence of preverbal negation with *do* in Early Modern English, for example, *They don’t know what they do* vs. *They know not what they do*).

Although B emphasizes the importance of token frequency for the emergence of grammar, the current book makes it clear that frequency alone is not sufficient to ex-
plain the dynamic processes of usage and diachronic change. A main feature of the current book is that it considers the role of frequency in conjunction with other factors that influence the use and development of linguistic structure.

**Thesis 4: Linguistic categories are based on concrete tokens.** An important aspect of token frequency is its role in categorization. Consistent with B’s earlier work on categorization in phonology (e.g. Bybee 2001), the current book argues that grammatical categories and constructions are based on concrete tokens or exemplars (especially Ch. 2). In such an exemplar-based view of categorization, every linguistic expression in use contributes to the representation and development of linguistic categories and constructions. The theory rests on the assumption that language users are endowed with a very rich memory system that allows them to store large amounts of information, which may even survive (in memory) if this information is subsumed under a generalization. As a consequence, novel tokens are not generally categorized by abstract schemas (or rules), but are often licensed by individual tokens or token clusters that may be stored in memory in addition to high-level generalizations.

This view of linguistic categorization is fundamentally distinct from the traditional assumption that linguistic categories are highly abstract entities that are applied to every novel utterance. In the generativist view of linguistic categories, concrete tokens are irrelevant for linguistic categorization. There is no doubt that grammar includes highly abstract representations; but they may be less important for the use of novel utterances than commonly assumed in linguistics. In fact, B argues that not every descriptive generalization unraveled by some clever linguist is psychologically real in the sense that it represents the language users’ underlying linguistic knowledge (Ch. 5). Grammatical constructions may share a particular morphosyntactic property, such as a particular word order or case marker, not because they are licensed by the same schemas (or rules), but because they are diachronically related. As B points out, ‘since new constructions develop out of existing constructions, the properties of existing constructions are carried over into new ones over time’ (102). Therefore, historically related constructions can be structurally similar without being licensed by a (synchronic) generalization. On this account, the scientific discovery of a descriptive generalization is not sufficient to posit the existence of a ‘mental rule’; rather, B suggests that observational generalizations have to be tested in order to find out if they are psychologically real (102–3).

**Thesis 5: Syntactic structure is lexically specific.** Since grammar emerges from the language users’ experience with concrete tokens, that is, concrete words and utterances, syntactic structure is commonly tied to specific lexical expressions. This is another fundamental difference between the generativist model of grammar and the usage-based approach. In the generativist theory of grammar, syntactic structure is abstract and independent of concrete lexical expressions; grammar and lexicon are strictly separated in this approach. But in the usage-based model of grammar, syntactic structure is lexically specific: most grammatical constructions are associated with specific lexical
items, which is of course a consequence of the fact that grammar emerges from our experience with concrete tokens. Since grammatical categories and constructions emerge from concrete exemplars, they are tied later to particular lexical expressions that are (frequently) experienced in particular positions.

Drawing on recent research from corpus linguistics, B shows that the ‘slots’ of verb–argument constructions are often biased toward particular expressions. For instance, the English resultative construction (e.g. John pushed the door open) subsumes various lexical patterns that are organized around specific words (Boas 2003). In one of these patterns, the verb drive occurs with an animate object that is commonly expressed by a personal pronoun (e.g. me, you, him, her) followed by the adjective crazy or some semantically related expression such as mad or up the wall. Following Boas (2003), B argues that the resultative construction is associated with specific words that cannot be excluded from the (grammatical) representation of this construction.

Lexical expressions that are associated with a particular slot in a construction influence the categorization of novel expressions in this position and the development of constructions in diachronic change. As B and others have amply demonstrated, grammaticalization is an item-specific process that involves the reanalysis of lexically specific structures, that is, constructions including a particular lexical item that is reanalyzed as a grammatical marker (see e.g. Bybee 2003). The same holds true for analogical change, which commonly proceeds in an item-specific fashion, referred to in historical linguistics as lexical diffusion (Tottie 1991). For instance, the current book shows that the emergence of a new negative pattern in Early Modern English (e.g. NP ne Verb … → NP does not Verb …) affected different verbs at different times until all verbs were subsumed under the new pattern except for the most frequent ones, that is, the present day auxiliaries and modals and a few lexicalized forms that have preserved the old pattern of postverbal negation (e.g. can not, have not, is not, know not, make no mistake) (69–71, 123–24).

The lexical-specific nature of grammar is perhaps most obvious in early child language. As Tomasello, Lieven, and colleagues have demonstrated through both experimental and observational studies, children’s early grammatical constructions are organized around particular lexemes that are associated with an open slot to form multiword expressions (Tomasello 2003, Lieven et al. 1997). B reviews some of this research, notably the research by Goldberg and colleagues, arguing that the acquisition of grammatical patterns is facilitated if children can associate a particular construction with one or more high-frequency expressions (91). There is also evidence from sentence processing (MacDonald et al. 1994) and syntactic priming (Pickering & Branigan 1999) that indicates the lexical-specific nature of syntax; but this research is not considered in B’s book.

**Thesis 6: Grammatical categories are gradient.** Since linguistic categories are derived from concrete utterances, they usually overlap with neighboring categories derived from similar tokens; that is, there are no clear-cut boundaries between them. The structure of linguistic categories is one of the most hotly debated issues in linguistics (e.g. Lakoff 1987). When Eleanor Rosch and other cognitive psychologists established prototype theory as an alternative to the classical approach to categorization, cognitive and functional linguists adopted the notion of prototype for the analysis of linguistic categories, including categories of morphosyntax. In accordance with this approach, B emphasizes that linguistic categories are gradient and organized around prototypical members (Chs. 1 and 5).
More recent work on categorization has been concerned with the relationship between prototype theory and the exemplar model (see Murphy 2002 for a review). The two theories are now commonly seen as complements (rather than alternatives) that focus on different aspects of categorization: exemplar theory emphasizes the importance of experience and individual tokens for categorization, whereas prototype theory is concerned with abstract summary representations that are derived from concrete tokens but can license categorization processes independently of them (Abbot-Smith & Tomasello 2006). B does not explicitly consider the relationship between prototype theory and the exemplar model, but her discussion suggests that linguistic categorization involves both concrete tokens and abstract summary representations that are permanently stored in memory as generalizations over individual tokens.

Although B seems to acknowledge the role of abstract representations for linguistic categorization, she emphasizes the importance of exemplar theory for the analysis of linguistic structure. As pointed out above, exemplar theory explains why language abounds with prefabricated chunks and collocations not licensed by a schema (i.e. an abstract summary representation), and it provides a straightforward account for the emergence and gradience of linguistic categories. If grammar is shaped by our experience with concrete tokens, that is, concrete words and utterances, then linguistic categories must have a gradient structure, which commonly reflects the course of their development. As B notes, grammaticalization usually consists of a sequence of many small changes whereby an existing construction is gradually transformed into a new one (especially Ch. 6). Since the source construction and other intermediate constructions are not generally discarded in this process, they often constitute a chain of related grammatical patterns with fuzzy boundaries between them.

**Thesis 7: Constituent structure is determined by chunking.** That linguistic categories are gradient has become a standard assumption of research in grammaticalization and cognitive linguistics. There is one aspect of grammatical structure, however, that has received little attention in this context: constituency. While grammatical word classes and grammatical relations are commonly seen as gradient categories, constituent structure is still often analyzed in terms of classical categories represented in phrase structure trees or other discrete representations (e.g. boxes in head-driven phrase structure grammar (HPSG)).

In a series of recent papers, however, B has argued that constituent structure exhibits the same gradience and indeterminacy as other aspects of grammar (Bybee & Scheibman 1999, Bybee 2002, Beckner & Bybee 2009). Referring to this research, the current book argues that the hierarchical organization of phrase structure is determined by chunking—a cognitive mechanism that transforms a sequence of separate entities, for example, a sequence of words, into a holistic unit through repetition (Chs. 3 and 8).

Of course, syntactic constituents have a semantic basis (Ch. 8). It is well known that the linear arrangement of words and phrases is motivated by their meaning: linguistic expressions that are semantically related tend to occur adjacent to each other (Behaghel 1932). But B points out that the semantic basis of constituency is not sufficient to explain the hierarchical organization of syntax. In her analysis, constituents are processing units, which have emerged from recurrent strings of linguistic elements that are bound together through repetition or chunking.

Since the formation of chunks is a continuous process, the emerging phrases exhibit varying degrees of cohesion. Other things being equal, smaller chunks (e.g. the dog) tend to be more tightly organized than larger ones (e.g. the old dog over there that is barking) because they are more frequent, suggesting that constituency is a gradient con-
cept just like any other grammatical category. Since the emerging chunks (or phrases) can be included in each other, the combination of smaller and larger chunks creates a hierarchical structure that (structuralist) linguists represent in phrase structure trees (35).

B emphasizes the importance of chunking for the emergence of hierarchical structure, but she also notes that chunking can eliminate or reduce an existing phrase structure configuration (Ch. 3). More specifically, she argues that chunks of concrete lexical expressions may lose the connection to regular phrase structure patterns if they are very frequent (44–45). For instance, as shown in Bybee & Scheibman 1999, an important study that is summarized in Ch. 3, the frequent occurrence of *I don't know [CLAUSE]* and *Why don't you [CLAUSE]* in complex sentences has altered their structure and meaning. Comparing these expressions to other instances of the same type (e.g. *Peter didn’t say [CLAUSE], Why did John [CLAUSE]*), Bybee and Scheibman found that *I don't know* and *Why don’t you* are phonetically more reduced and semantically less transparent than other instances of the same construction, suggesting that these expressions have become ‘autonomous’ in the sense that they have lost (or weakened) their connections to the regular phrase structure patterns from which they derive (41–44).

Following Langacker (1987), B argues that the autonomy of lexical chunks can be measured by two aspects: (i) (semantic) compositionality, that is, the degree to which the meaning of a chunk is derived from the meaning of its components, and (ii) (structural) analyzability, that is, the degree to which language users recognize the contribution of individual lexemes. In the current example, both aspects are affected by chunking. In their phonetically reduced forms, *I don't know* and *Why don’t you* are no longer used to express literal negation, serving instead particular pragmatic functions as epistemic markers and markers of the illocutionary force, which cannot be directly inferred from their lexical components.

**Thesis 8: The meaning of grammatical markers and constructions is polysemous.** The bulk of B’s book is concerned with the analysis of linguistic structure and considers the semantic side of grammar only in passing; however, there is one chapter that is devoted to the meaning of grammatical markers and constructions (Ch. 10). In this chapter, B outlines a usage-based analysis of ‘grammatical meaning’ in contrast to the structuralist analysis of meaning as developed by Roman Jakobson. In the structuralist approach, the meaning of grammatical categories, such as aspect or number, is analyzed in terms of binary oppositions that are defined by a limited number of semantic features (e.g. perfective vs. imperfective, singular vs. plural). There is a tendency to characterize the meaning of each category member by an invariant set of semantic features across different contexts of use.

Challenging this approach, B argues that grammatical meaning does not involve binary semantic oppositions, as proposed by Jakobson, but reflects the language users’ experience with particular situations. Since our experience of the world is open-ended, the meaning of linguistic expressions cannot be adequately analyzed by means of a restricted set of semantic features; rather, what is needed is a dynamic theory of meaning, in which the semantic features of linguistic expressions are determined by their use in different situations and contexts. Since linguistic expressions are never tied to one particular situation—that is, they are always used in multiple situations and contexts—they are usually polysemous.

There is a large body of research on the multifunctionality and polysemy of linguistic expressions in cognitive linguistics (cf. Lakoff 1987, Langacker 1987) providing the (implicit) background for B’s discussion in this chapter. What B emphasizes in her analysis of grammatical meaning is that the semantic features of grammatical markers are cru-
cially determined by constructions: ‘Grammatical morphemes are always part of a construction and their meaning can only be understood as deriving from the meaning of the whole construction’ (176). A good example is provided by the development of future-tense auxiliaries from verbs of volition, obligation, and motion, which commonly originates in constructions with an implicit future-time meaning that is later absorbed by the tense marker (172–73). Since the original meaning is commonly retained in certain contexts, however, both constructions and grammatical markers tend to have multiple meanings, which together constitute a semantic network of grammatical markers and constructions. This network is constantly modified and restructured through small changes that are caused by the language users’ ongoing experience with language.

**Thesis 9: Linguistic productivity involves analogy rather than rules.** If linguistic categories are gradient and lexically specific, linguistic productivity cannot be analyzed in terms of traditional rules. In generativelinguistics, grammar is commonly characterized as a closed, deductive system that has been analyzed in terms of formal language theory (cf. Chomsky 1957). On this view, grammar involves discrete symbols and categorical rules that allow for no exceptions.

In the usage-based analysis of linguistic productivity, traditional rules have been abandoned and replaced by schemas (Bybee 1995, Langacker 2008). A schema is a grammatical template, or abstract construction, that has evolved through generalization over concrete tokens. Since there are usually multiple schemas that a speaker can potentially use to produce (or comprehend) a novel utterance in a particular situation, linguistic productivity can be defined as the process whereby language users select a specific schema from a set of alternatives (Langacker 2008). The choice (or selection) of a schema is determined by a cognitive process that B and others have characterized by the notion of analogy, which in turn is influenced by two factors: (i) type frequency and (ii) similarity (Ch. 4).

B (1985) was one of the first to argue that linguistic productivity is influenced by type frequency (which is now a common assumption among usage-based linguists). The larger the number of types subsumed by a particular schema, the greater the likelihood that it will be selected to license a novel expression or construction. For instance, the regular past tense of English subsumes a very large number of verb types, which is one reason why the -ed past tense is more productive than the irregular past-tense forms (cf. Bybee 1995). The same analysis holds for constructions. As argued in Ch. 4, the more types of lexical expressions are licensed by the slots of a particular construction, the more productive is its (future) use (57). For instance, **if**-conditional clauses (e.g. *If I had been there, ...*) are more productive than verb-first conditional clauses (e.g. *Had I been there, ...*) because the latter can only be formed with a few modals.

The second factor that influences the productivity of a schema is similarity, which in B’s earlier work on the English past tense was defined in phonological terms: the regular past tense is an ‘open schema’ that does not have any phonological constraints, but the irregular past-tense forms are based on phonological templates (e.g. **sing/sung, ring/rung, drink/drunk**) that influence their productivity. The more phonological features a (novel) verb shares with one of the existing templates of irregular verbs, the greater the likelihood that it will be inflected according to this pattern (e.g. **bing/bung**) (see Bybee & Moder 1983). In the current book, B emphasizes the importance of semantic similarity between lexical expressions for the productivity of a particular slot in a construction. For instance, as pointed out above, the final slot of the **drive-somebody-crazy** construction is restricted to expressions that are semantically similar to ‘crazy’ (cf. **to drive somebody insane** vs. **to drive somebody sane**). Analyzing parallel construc-
tions in Spanish, B concludes that analogy in grammar is often lexically specific and constrained by the semantic features of constructions.

At the end of Ch. 4, B summarizes the main differences between analogy and (symbolic) rules: (i) analogy is crucially influenced by (type and token) frequency, whereas rules are not affected by frequency; (ii) analogy is influenced by similarities between lexical expressions, whereas rules are insensitive toward specific lexical items; (iii) analogy can involve both form and meaning, whereas syntactic rules are usually restricted to structure; and (iv) analogy gives rise to a gradual notion of productivity, whereas rule-based productivity is absolute (73–74).

**Thesis 10: Language universals are dynamic and statistical rather than static and absolute.** The final chapter of B’s book addresses the issue of language universals. In the generative approach, language universals are determined by aspects of the language faculty and are therefore absolute. As linguistic typologists have repeatedly noted, however, absolute language universals are either trivial (‘all languages have words’) or difficult to verify (see e.g. Dryer 1997). In fact, many language universals that at some point were thought to be absolute turned out to be mere tendencies. With ever-larger language samples, typologists have found ‘exceptions’ to almost all cross-linguistic generalizations. It seems that grammar has very few properties that are truly universal. Therefore, functionally and cognitively oriented linguists have concentrated on the analysis of crosslinguistic tendencies, or ‘statistical universals’.

The statistical approach to universals is usually motivated by theories of language change, which in turn are often motivated by usage. In accordance with this approach, B argues in the current book that language universals are the result of universal pathways of change that are grounded in usage. Therefore, the usage-based analysis of language universals often concentrates ‘on the processes that create and maintain language structure, not the structures themselves’ (201), or as B put it in an earlier publication, crosslinguistic research has to focus on diachronic processes because ‘the true universals of language are universals of change’ (2003:151).

What B adds to this hypothesis in the current discussion is that grammatical development is driven not only by general cognitive processes of language use, but also by social and cultural factors that can influence grammatical change in specific ways. As an example, she refers to a crosslinguistic study on deixis by Perkins (1992), who found that the physical and social environments of a speech community can influence the development of morphological structure in deictic expressions. Therefore, linguistic structure is shaped not only by general cognitive processes, which are in the focus of the current monograph, but also by specific cultural factors. To the extent that these factors are shared across the language users and speech communities, they generate similar linguistic structures across languages (for a similar view see Evans & Levinson 2009).

**3. General discussion.** The usage-based approach marks a paradigm shift, a radical departure from the structuralist and generativist traditions in linguistics. B is one of the leading usage-based linguists and her work has had a strong impact on the development of this approach. The current book provides an overview of her research, supplemented by some new data and analyses. The discussion is detailed and thorough, but not always easy to understand. Some chapters provide little background information for readers not familiar with the usage-based approach, and the structural organization of the argumentation is not always immediately obvious.

Moreover, in contrast to what is said on the book cover, the book does not present a comprehensive theory of usage-based linguistics. The bulk of the monograph is con-
cerned with B’s own research and considers other usage-based research only if it is immediately relevant for B’s argumentation. This does not diminish the importance of the book. On the contrary, due to the focus on the author’s own research, this is a unique piece of scholarly work providing an excellent overview of B’s research on grammar, usage, and grammaticalization; but it is not a systematic presentation of the usage-based approach.

If we define the notion of usage-based as in B’s book, there are various other strands of research that are relevant for this approach. A comprehensive treatment of usage-based linguistics would have to integrate research from functional and cognitive linguistics, sentence processing, first language acquisition, and other research in cognitive science. In the remainder of this review article, I provide a short overview of the research areas that are relevant for a general usage-based theory of grammar and consider the relationship of this research to B’s book.

B’s research pertains to the functionalist and cognitivist traditions in linguistics. There is a great deal of research in this tradition that is immediately relevant for the usage-based approach. B’s book is primarily concerned with the role of frequency and meaning for usage and development (see also Haspelmath 2008a,b), whereas other researchers have emphasized the importance of discourse and communication for the analysis of grammar (e.g. Givón 1995). For instance, there are studies arguing that the choice of referential expressions is determined by aspects of the ongoing discourse, which in turn can influence their development in diachronic change (e.g. Chafe 1994); and there are studies arguing that grammaticalization is affected by general communicative principles such as joint attention, which underlies the development of grammatical markers from spatial deictics (e.g. Diessel 2006). A comprehensive theory of usage-based linguistics has to combine the various strands of research in functional and cognitive linguistics into a unified theory.

Moreover, it has to pay more attention to the linear processing of language, which B considers only in connection with chunking; but there are other aspects of on-line processing that arguably influence the structure and development of grammar. Hawkins (2004) proposed a processing theory in which linguistic structure is shaped by efficiency principles in on-line sentence processing. Combining research from linguistic typology with research in psycholinguistics, Hawkins argues that many crosslinguistic generalizations about constituent order, extraction, and linguistic complexity reflect the influence of general processing principles such as ‘minimize domains’, which is based on the assumption that the human processor prefers linguistic structures with a short ‘recognition domain’. Minimize domains provides a straightforward account for the crosslinguistic tendency to avoid center-embedding and long-distance dependencies.

Hawkins’s processing theory is more closely related to the structuralist tradition in linguistics than other usage-based research, and his processing principles are not explicitly related to domain-general cognitive processes (in fact, B seems to (mis)interpret them as innate, language-specific parsing constraints; see p. 196); but there can be no doubt that Hawkins’s general approach is consistent with the principle idea of usage-based linguistics, that is, that grammar is shaped by language use (or performance). What Hawkins has emphasized in his research is the importance of linearization, or on-line processing, for the organization of grammar (see also Auer 2000).

This is consistent with psycholinguistic research on sentence processing and priming, in which language use is commonly interpreted as a continuous decision-making process in which speaker and hearer have to select particular linguistic means, that is, particular lexemes and constructions, to produce or comprehend an utterance (e.g.
The sequential decision-making process is at the heart of language use; it determines the language users’ linguistic behavior and the development of linguistic structure over time. In earlier research on sentence comprehension it was commonly assumed that on-line sentence processing is determined by structural heuristics such as ‘minimal attachment’ or ‘late closure’ (cf. Frazier 1985); but more recent research suggests that processing is driven by the language user’s experience with concrete words and constructions. In the ‘constraint-based approach to sentence processing’ (e.g. MacDonald et al. 1994), language comprehension is based on the hearer’s experience with concrete lexical expressions in particular syntactic contexts (e.g. MacDonald & Thornton 2009). In a similar vein, research on structural priming has emphasized the importance of concrete lexical expressions for language production (e.g. Pickering & Branigan 1999). Both comprehension and production involve a continuous, probabilistic decision-making process that is determined by the language users’ prior experience with particular words and constructions.

Another research area that has emphasized the importance of usage and experience for the emergence of grammar is L1 acquisition. Although B and other usage-based linguists have rejected the hypothesis that language change is caused by language acquisition, usage-based research on L1 acquisition has crucially influenced the development of the usage-based approach (cf. Tomasello 2003). Like language change, language acquisition provides a window on the cognitive mechanisms that underlie the emergence of grammar. In fact, one can think of diachrony and ontogeny as two different dimensions of time in which grammar is always changing, always in flux, though under different conditions.

An early usage-based theory of language acquisition (and language processing) is Bates and MacWhinney’s (1989) competition model, which can be seen as a precursor of the usage-based theory of first language acquisition developed by Tomasello, Lieven, and colleagues. Like usage-based research on grammaticalization, usage-based research on first language acquisition has emphasized the importance of ‘dynamic processes’ for grammatical analysis. Both language change and language acquisition are driven by general cognitive processes of language use. This explains why there are so many parallels between language acquisition and diachronic change. B emphasizes that the two developments are not identical (see above), but recent reviews of the relevant literature have shown that there are striking similarities between them (cf. Diessel 2011, 2012), suggesting that children and adults rely on the same domain-general cognitive processes (although some of these processes may unfold their full potential only during the early years of life, that is, in parallel with language acquisition; cf. Tomasello 2003). If we accept the usage-based hypothesis that children and adults rely on the same cognitive processes in language use, a comparative analysis of language change and acquisition can help to determine the cognitive mechanisms that underlie the emergence of linguistic structure in the usage-based approach.

Finally, there is general, nonlinguistic research on human cognition that is potentially relevant for the usage-based approach. B is one of the few linguists who commonly refer to general research in cognitive science. Like her earlier work, the current book emphasizes the importance of exemplar-based categorization for the analysis of linguistic structure and includes a number of references to general research on analogy (59, 89) and chunking (34). But there is much more that usage-based linguistics can learn from general research in cognitive science. If the central goal of linguistic analysis is to derive language from nonlanguage, usage-based linguists have to take the nonlanguage part of the analysis more seriously. There is general research on memory and attention (e.g. Cowan
2005), on analogy and priming (e.g. Leech et al. 2007), on automatization and chunking (e.g. Schneider & Chein 2003), and on various other cognitive phenomena that are relevant for language. Moreover, cognitive scientists have developed computational models that make it possible to simulate the dynamic relationship between grammar and language usage. There is connectionist research modeling the acquisition of grammatical categories based on concrete tokens (see Elman et al. 1996), and there is research in computational linguistics in which the syntactic analysis of a novel utterance is derived from the prior processing of linguistic structure (see Bod 2003).

While some of this research is based on particular assumptions that may not be consistent with the ten theses of this review, all of the research areas mentioned in this section pursue the same general goal, namely to derive language from nonlanguage, or more specifically, to derive linguistic structure from general cognitive processes of language use. Together the various research strands constitute a new theoretical paradigm within the language sciences providing a radical alternative to the generativist and nativist theory of grammar and cognition. B’s book makes an important contribution to this new paradigm, but it is primarily concerned with the author’s own research. A truly comprehensive presentation of the usage-based approach would have a much broader scope.
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